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SurveyMonkey

Q1 Are you an ODS Member?
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0
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Total

58
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Q2 Are you a USDF Member?
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0
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Q3 What other organization(s) do you
belong to?
Answered: 40

Skipped: 18

#

Responses

Date

1

USEF

1/31/2015 9:07 AM

2

USEF, EI,

1/30/2015 4:54 PM

3

OET, TEB, OPRC

1/30/2015 11:44 AM

4

USEF

1/30/2015 8:56 AM

5

USEF

1/30/2015 7:59 AM

6

USEF

1/30/2015 7:15 AM

7

Usef

1/30/2015 1:05 AM

8

AMHA

1/30/2015 12:46 AM

9

Usea, uspc

1/29/2015 10:09 PM

10

Usef

1/29/2015 9:53 PM

11

Central Washington Dressage Club Blue Mountain Dressage Club USET (havent renewed this year yet) USDF (havent renewed this year yet)

1/29/2015 7:57 PM

12

Arabian Association

1/27/2015 8:53 AM

13

USEF and USEA

1/26/2015 9:48 PM

14

USEF

1/26/2015 2:58 PM

15

USEF

1/26/2015 12:15 AM

16

none

1/25/2015 3:42 PM

17

USEF, American Quarter Horse Association

1/25/2015 2:18 PM

18

None

1/25/2015 10:38 AM

19

Morgan horse association

1/25/2015 7:28 AM

20

USEF/USHJA

1/24/2015 1:34 PM

21

Pony Club

1/24/2015 9:55 AM

22

USEF

1/24/2015 8:07 AM
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23

OET

1/23/2015 2:54 PM

24

Arabian Horse Association

1/23/2015 1:58 PM

25

USEF

1/23/2015 1:47 PM

26

USEF

1/23/2015 10:20 AM

27

OPRC

1/23/2015 9:08 AM

28

OHJA OET WPCSA

1/23/2015 7:43 AM

29

USEF

1/23/2015 7:32 AM

30

USEF

1/23/2015 7:22 AM

31

none wrt question #4: answer is that my instructor told me and organized our group that attended

1/23/2015 6:12 AM

32

KWPN/NA OLD/ISR NA

1/23/2015 5:49 AM

33

USEF

1/23/2015 3:13 AM

34

Usef

1/23/2015 12:09 AM

35

USEF

1/22/2015 11:25 PM

36

NRHA

1/22/2015 9:58 PM

37

Usea

1/22/2015 9:47 PM

38

USEF, GOV, AHS, ISR/Old

1/22/2015 9:32 PM

39

USEF

1/22/2015 9:25 PM

40

Usef

1/22/2015 9:15 PM
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Q4 How did you find out about this clinic?
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

ODS Email Blast

ODS FB Posting
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Flying Changes
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ODS Email Blast

79.31%

46

ODS FB Posting

13.79%

8

Chapter communication

15.52%

9

Ad in the Flying Changes

15.52%

9

Total Respondents: 58
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Q5 Are you a(n)......?
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

Adult Amateur

Youth

Professional
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Responses

Adult Amateur

60.34%

35

Youth

6.90%

4

Professional

32.76%

19

Total

58

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

h

1/30/2015 1:05 AM

2

Parent non rider

1/29/2015 10:30 PM
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Q6 Did you attended this clinic as a(n)?
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

Auditor

Demo Rider
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Auditor

81.03%

47

Demo Rider

18.97%

11

Total

#

58

Other (please specify)

Date

There are no responses.
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Q7 Which portion of this clinic did you
attend?
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

Both Lecture
and Demo

Lecture Only

Demo Only
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Responses

Both Lecture and Demo

46.55%

27

Lecture Only

17.24%

10

Demo Only

36.21%

21

Total

58
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Q8 The material presented in an organized
fashion.
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

(no label)

0

Strongly Agree
(no label)

Agree
72.41%
42

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Undecided/Neutral

20.69%
12

1

1.2

Disagree
3.45%
2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Strongly Disagree
1.72%
1

2

Total
1.72%
1

Weighted Average

58

#

Additional Comments

Date

1

Loved going to this...learned a lot.

1/31/2015 9:07 AM

2

More copies of the new tests should have been available, or reminders should have been sent out to participants to be sure to bring their test
booklets with them

1/30/2015 11:44 AM

3

Hard to hear Mike ' s comments at some points. We can always get the DVD and here the commentator s input later.

1/30/2015 8:56 AM

4

Difficult to hear do to acoustics of the venue... missed a lot of things. Noises and conversation around me was frustrating which caused me to check
out and do other things because I couldn't hear

1/30/2015 1:05 AM

5

Speaker system was poor; probably due to acoustics in building

1/27/2015 8:53 AM

6

The video was great.

1/24/2015 1:34 PM

7

The lecture was very well put together and very educational, as well as the clinic.

1/23/2015 8:46 PM
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8

No concise description by Mike or by handout of the changes to the tests. Mike's part did not seem organized during the lecture. The DVD was
organized and helpful, but Mike's roll on Saturday was minimal. Sunday was nicely organized, although again, a little intro before each test
describing the changes would have been helpful.

1/23/2015 2:54 PM

9

I unfortunately was unable to attend the lecture, due to an illness in the family.

1/23/2015 1:47 PM

10

Best communicator ever

1/22/2015 9:32 PM
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Q9 The instructor explained the material to
my satisfaction.
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

(no label)

0

Strongly Agree
(no label)

Agree
65.52%
38

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Undecided/Neutral

27.59%
16

1

1.2

Disagree
5.17%
3

1.4

1.6

1.8

Strongly Disagree
1.72%
1

2

Total
0.00%
0

Weighted Average

58

#

Additional Comments

Date

1

Mike was fantastic. Really made me want to ride with him.

1/31/2015 9:07 AM

2

He "judged" the rides on the video, but I would have found it more enlightening if he had explained how to ride the movements better, and had
emphasized what the judges would be looking for in greater detail.

1/30/2015 11:44 AM

3

Mike was the best clinician that I have attended, far better than some in the past.

1/30/2015 8:37 AM

4

I was hoping for more death into how we should ride certain movements and why certain changed have been made to the tests.

1/29/2015 10:09 PM

5

Was hard to hear clearly.

1/25/2015 3:42 PM

6

He seemed extremely knowledgable. I enjoyed his humorous and tactful approach.

1/24/2015 1:34 PM

7

Very tactful, very direct, kind. So much was about being more forward. Learned so much.

1/23/2015 8:44 AM

8

Mike O. is a fantastic instructor. I would like to see him used in other educational opportunities He is kind but very effective and has a sense of
humor. He was a little hard to hear though, even as a rider I missed some of what he said.

1/23/2015 5:49 AM
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9

He was very good but an echo in the PA system made it quite difficult to hear him.

1/22/2015 10:49 PM

10

Sound quality was difficult for all auditors in audience to understand judge's comments/remarks.

1/22/2015 10:12 PM
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Q10 The instructor had command of his/her
subject matter.
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

(no label)

0

Strongly Agree
(no label)

Agree
87.93%
51

10.34%
6

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Undecided/Neutral

1

1.2

Disagree
1.72%
1

1.4

1.6

1.8

Strongly Disagree
0.00%
0

2

Total
0.00%
0

Weighted Average

58

#

Additional Comments

Date

1

Mike did not come with an agenda, other than to address the tests. He did not have a one-size-fits-all approach and varied his instruction according
to what the horse and rider needed.

1/22/2015 9:12 PM
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Q11 The instructor encouraged interaction
from the participants.
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

(no label)

0

Strongly Agree
(no label)

Agree
65.52%
38

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Undecided/Neutral

31.03%
18

1

1.2

Disagree
3.45%
2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Strongly Disagree
0.00%
0

2

Total
0.00%
0

Weighted Average

58

#

Additional Comments

Date

1

Environment was not great for hearing interaction. I thought everyone did a fabulous job given the setting

1/27/2015 8:53 AM

2

The instructor talked to the audience as well as the riders.

1/23/2015 8:46 PM

3

Asked the audience often if they had any questions

1/23/2015 5:49 AM
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Q12 The horse & riders used were
appropriate (if applicable).
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

(no label)

0

Strongly Agree
(no label)

Agree
51.72%
30

31.03%
18

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Undecided/Neutral

1

Disagree
8.62%
5

1.2

1.4

1.6

Strongly Disagree

1.72%
1

1.8

2

N/A
0.00%
0

Total
6.90%
4

Weighted Average

58

#

Additional Comments

Date

1

I had to leave after Third Level test so my comment is limited to horse/rider combinations in lower lever. I found one combination that didn't not help
me gain a better understanding of the judges expectations. I do not find it unconstructive to have major deficiencies in movements, but too many
within the same test is distracting.

1/30/2015 8:07 PM

2

Would have been good to see some local/average horses to compare scores with.

1/30/2015 4:54 PM

3

Not one of the second levels

1/29/2015 10:30 PM

4

It was amazing to see the great and wonderful variety of breeds and riders used in this clinic. Very helpful and educational---as we all dont ride
$100,000 warmbloods! Mike's critique and pointers after the tests were ridden were phenomenally educational and amazing to see how much he
helped ALL the horse and rider combinations in just a few short minutes.

1/29/2015 7:57 PM

5

Not sure about 3 and 4th level riders

1/25/2015 7:28 AM

6

Great mixture of horses and riders

1/24/2015 8:07 AM

7

Many very good riders well prepared for the demonstrated level. Big improvement over the Fall Festival riders

1/23/2015 11:47 AM
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8

Up until the upper levels (3rd & up) I thought, "Gee, this is the best match I've seen at a demo, of horses appropriate to the levels." I thought the
upper level horses were ridden with too short curb reins (mostly) and wished this would've been addressed. I'd rather see 3rd & 4th in snaffle often.

1/23/2015 9:27 AM

9

Good selection of horses and riders, different skills in both. Very helpful.

1/22/2015 9:12 PM
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Q13 The Lecture Facilities were adequate.
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

(no label)

0

Strongly Agree
(no label)

Agree
55.17%
32

12.07%
7

0.2

0.4

0.6

Undecided/Neutral

0.8

1

Disagree
10.34%
6

1.72%
1

1.2

1.4

1.6

Stronly Disagree

1.8

2

N/A
1.72%
1

Total
18.97%
11

Weighted Average

58

#

Additional Comments

Date

1

Very satisfied with facilities and its amenities. Nice parking. I just would not enjoy having to get there from where I live during any rush hours. Again,
very nice.

1/30/2015 8:07 PM

2

1/30/2015 8:56 AM

3

Hard to watch video in front and speaker in back

1/29/2015 10:30 PM

4

very comfortable and easy to find.

1/29/2015 7:57 PM

5

very nice facility

1/25/2015 3:42 PM

6

Great facility!

1/23/2015 11:47 AM

7

Fantastic space.

1/23/2015 9:27 AM

8

wonderful !!

1/23/2015 9:08 AM

9

Wasn't at the lecture.

1/23/2015 12:09 AM
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10

Lecture facilities were lovely, how fortunate we could use them!

1/22/2015 11:25 PM

11

It was difficult to hear consistently, roof was leaky, and seating was extremely hard/uncomfortable for a full day. It gave me a back ache.

1/22/2015 10:12 PM

12

AMAZING facility

1/22/2015 10:12 PM
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Q14 The Riding Facilities were adequate.
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

(no label)

0

Strongly Agree
(no label)

Agree
12.07%
7

1

2

3

Undecided/Neutral

34.48%
20

4

5

Disagree
17.24%
10

6

7

8

Stronly Disagree

17.24%
10

9

10

N/A
6.90%
4

Total
12.07%
7

Weighted Average

58

#

Additional Comments

Date

1

Sometimes hard to hear.

1/31/2015 9:07 AM

2

Yuck! Leaking roof. Bad footing. No warmup area. Inadequate bathrooms. Difficult to climb into seating.

1/30/2015 8:56 AM

3

Lack of warm up, bad lighting, badly leaking ceilings causing the already marginal footing (dirt with large rocks in it) to have large slippery spots. By
end of day footing was packed and very hard, was not worked up on mid day break. PA system poor, could not hear instructor in the stands. Stalls
were nicely sized but because of bad ceilings everything was wet.

1/30/2015 7:15 AM

4

Hard to hear presenter. Footing/drip issue. Hard to see dark horses. Needs to be updated more before using again.

1/30/2015 5:43 AM

5

Eager to see finished facility... other than sound this venue was great. Could have used a couple more portapottys

1/30/2015 1:05 AM

6

Need a better intercom system. It was difficult to hear at times.

1/30/2015 12:46 AM

7

Extremely had to hear

1/29/2015 10:30 PM

8

I really liked where the riding demo was held. It had history, character, and I thought it was very comfortable. The seats had backs to them, we were
close to the arena, so you could see very well and closely. The parking may have been somewhat challenging for some folks, but my friend and I
did not have any problems at all. wE thought it was super fun to see the facilty and the plans to renovate it.

1/29/2015 7:57 PM
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9

Understand its hard to find a place for such a venue. Will be happy when the facility is rehabbed

1/27/2015 8:53 AM

10

Would have gladly paid more for the clinic and lunch to upgrade the facility. I understand that ODS was trying to keep the price down and it was
good to try out a new place, but the facility also has to understand that it might not be quite ready to host clinics as yet.

1/25/2015 2:18 PM

11

From what was said I understand that the facility is a work in progress but............is it the best we can do? If it is, then okay.

1/24/2015 8:07 AM

12

Besides the parking lot situation, it was a great facility. However, I do feel there wasn't a great amount of space provided to warm up before the
clinic.

1/23/2015 8:46 PM

13

Indoor plumbing would/will be nice in the future. No porta-potties please.

1/23/2015 2:54 PM

14

Barely adequate, but I understand OEC is rebuilding their facility, and the Dressage court was donated by North Willamette Valley Chapter. But it
would have been nice to have a complete Dressage court with all the cross poles set up and it would have been nice to have footing without huge
puddles.

1/23/2015 11:47 AM

15

The place could be a real showplace again. I'm glad to see someone take it on! Footing was good, except where coned off--a realistic scenario for
"real life" riders

1/23/2015 9:27 AM

16

Better lighting works have been nice.

1/23/2015 8:44 AM

17

It was nice to be at a venue other than Devonwood and to support an old facility coming on-line again, but the wet mud, lack of available trailer
parking, lack of heaters in the grandstand, minimal ring and leaking roof made the event feel sad to me. It felt like we had stepped back in time to
when were just trying to "do dressage" and did not reflect the amazing level of dressage we have in Oregon now. I think this reflects on the overall
sophistication of ODS and would encourage a revisit of location. The big stalls were nice, but hauling everything from the parking lot to the stable in
the cold January rain was a bit much. I got soaked and it was impossible to get warm all day.

1/23/2015 7:32 AM

18

I applaud whoever has purchased the property, but they have a long way to go to bring it back. One person said bringing In a few drop boxes alone
would make a huge difference. I realize that isn't your responsibility and I don't know where they started maybe it's come leaps and bounds already.
I would look for other alternative venues until dignitary progress is made.

1/23/2015 7:22 AM

19

The Oregon Equestrian Center is, at this point, very lacking--leaking roof, general shabbiness, poorly attended portapotties, grounds untidy, parking
poor, no overhead heaters.

1/23/2015 6:12 AM

20

I know it is hard to find reasonably priced facilities so I don't want to be too critical but the lighting and footing in this facility were below par. The
warm up was totally unacceptable but management was flexible and let us use the main arena for warm up which was good. By the afternoon the
footing in the corners and end where the instruction occurred was packed hard as a rock and I was afraid of slipping.

1/23/2015 5:49 AM

21

Although management did everything to accommodate our needs the facility just didn't have enough dry warm up or safe lunging area aside from
the Demo arena itself.

1/23/2015 12:09 AM

22

It has great potential and I would love to see it renovated, but between the leaky roof and lack of plumbing (bathrooms), it has a long way to go to
be an adequate clinic facility. It was also extremely difficult to hear Mike from the bleachers. I know the parking was a last minute unexpected issue.

1/22/2015 11:25 PM

23

Need better PA system

1/22/2015 10:49 PM

24

it would have helped tremendously to have indoor toilets that were closer to participants seating area.

1/22/2015 10:12 PM
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Q15 Adequate time was allowed for the
topics presented.
Answered: 58

Skipped: 0

(no label)

0

Strongly Agree
(no label)

Agree
53.45%
31

44.83%
26

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Undecided/Neutral

1

1.2

Disagree
1.72%
1

1.4

1.6

1.8

Strongly Disagree
0.00%
0

2

Total
0.00%
0

Weighted Average

58

#

Additional Comments

Date

1

Attended lecture only.

1/30/2015 8:07 PM

2

the lecure was too long and at a baD time of day. Horses needed to be fed during the lecture.

1/29/2015 10:09 PM

3

Organization of the clinic was fabulous.

1/25/2015 7:28 AM

4

I thought it was very well organized. The lunch was good! It was well worth the time and expense.

1/24/2015 1:34 PM

5

There was plenty of time to ask questions at the lecture, as well as at the clinic. The video presented at the lecture was very beneficial, including
Mike's judging throughout it.

1/23/2015 8:46 PM

6

Good timing. Allowed Sunday to stay on schedule. May have been able to reduce 'lesson' times by five minutes--but should be no less than 20 min
each.

1/23/2015 2:54 PM

7

I thought that the riders at Training and First Level did not get as much instruction as the upper level riders did. Since I am new to Dressage I don't
know if this is because the lower level riders did not need as much help or if the instructor was simply not interested in them.

1/23/2015 1:58 PM
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8

A real privilege to have Mike so accessible.

1/23/2015 9:27 AM

9

Great clinic - well done

1/23/2015 6:37 AM

10

Francie did an outstanding job

1/22/2015 9:32 PM
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Q16 Additional comments/suggestions.
Answered: 21

Skipped: 37

#

Responses

Date

1

Would love to attend more events like this.

1/31/2015 9:07 AM

2

More of his clinics would be appreciated.

1/30/2015 8:37 AM

3

Awesome lunch!!!!

1/30/2015 1:05 AM

4

Portable heaters...

1/30/2015 12:46 AM

5

It seemed over priced, especially the lecture. The snacks seemed excessively sugary.

1/29/2015 10:09 PM

6

The mic seemed to garble the speech making it hard to understand what was said.

1/25/2015 3:42 PM

7

Sound system and facility for lecture = A+ Facility for Demos = C Sound System for Demos = D-

1/25/2015 2:18 PM

8

I thought the 2 days were extremely useful and I would attend another clinic with Mike.

1/25/2015 10:38 AM

9

More half & half :-) Very nice lunch, particularly soup on a cold day. I would have liked more soup or a whole sandwich.

1/23/2015 2:54 PM

10

Thank you for the snacks and lunch

1/23/2015 1:58 PM

11

I wish I could've made the lecture, but Francy was kind enough to save me the handouts so at least I was able to read through these.

1/23/2015 1:47 PM

12

most of the people in the room were AA and the goal of dressage is any horse, and anyone, can benefit thru dressage. I think the options of the
quality of the horse was over stated, instead of the horse's natural abilities. We don't all own springy warmbloods

1/23/2015 9:08 AM

13

The sound system was ineffective. As a demo rider I caught about 20% of what Mike was saying. It made me look like I did not understand what to
do (like being asked to do a travers, but not hearing that so Mike explained to me what a travers was). I am hoping the video (which I have not seen
yet) picked up some of the audio better so I can learn more about what he was teaching me- which I think was super great!

1/23/2015 7:32 AM

14

I had never seen or met Mike before but I really enjoyed him. In the lecture portion I would have liked to have heard all the comments on the video
and then Mike's comments. Mike narrating over the top of the video was distracting and I felt I missed valuable information from both entities.

1/23/2015 7:22 AM

15

The sound system was poor/inconsistent. Mike has a naturally soft voice, so overall I missed quite a bit of what he said.

1/23/2015 6:12 AM

16

I applaud Francy for organizing this clinic and wish that more people would sign up when these opportunities arise.

1/23/2015 5:49 AM

17

Better organization of breaks and discussion.

1/23/2015 3:13 AM

18

Everyone running this event was great and did the best they could do.

1/23/2015 12:09 AM

19

Make sure organizers and clinician are on the same page as to what is going to be presented.

1/22/2015 11:25 PM
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20

Mike Osinski was excellant. Concise comments in the demo portion. The change in horse and rider during the lesson gave a real visual for scores
in the test vs how the horse should be moving to increase the scores by a point per movement. Osinski's teaching style is different from most
clinicians i have seen and it was refreshing

1/22/2015 9:58 PM

21

Both days were a bit redundant.

1/22/2015 9:47 PM
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Q17 Describe the positive points of this
program that would cause you to 'sign up'
again.
Answered: 45

Skipped: 13

#

Responses

Date

1

The quality of instructor/presenter. The material content was appropriate for the time of year (all gearing up for the new tests). Food was great and
snacks were appreciated.

1/31/2015 9:07 AM

2

Quality of lecturer, facilities

1/30/2015 8:07 PM

3

Early release of "thru the levels"

1/30/2015 4:54 PM

4

Love love love Mike O. Great rapport with riders and horses at each level.

1/30/2015 8:56 AM

5

He is a current competitor; he showed great empathy for the horses.He's been there and done it.

1/30/2015 8:37 AM

6

Event was well organized and highly informative. The New Tests Topic was interesting and pertinent. Instructor had wealth of knowledge and easy
teaching style and was easy to approach with questions. Lecture space was excellent, appointed with high tech systems, spacious and comfortable.

1/30/2015 7:59 AM

7

Instructor extremely knowledgeable and was great to work with, compassionate yet precise and correct.

1/30/2015 7:15 AM

8

Loved how the instructor found positives for each rider while correcting faults. Confidence builder conference.

1/30/2015 12:46 AM

9

Listening to judge comments as rider demos

1/29/2015 10:30 PM

10

I liked watching the higher horses riding the lower level tests. I did learn some judge expectations and exercises, but those were mostly audience
prompted.

1/29/2015 10:09 PM

11

Mike Osinski is AMAZING. The clinic was super organized, very user friendly and Francy is an angel. I am so grateful for all her work, her
friendliness and her wonderful organizational skills and energy. What an amazing lady. THANK YOU SO MUCH FRANCY!

1/29/2015 7:57 PM

12

I liked the to the point nature of the feedback from the clinician. I felt that it made it easier to understand the most important points from each demo
ride.

1/26/2015 9:48 PM

13

It was such a great learning opportunity. The instructor was super & the clinic ran smoothly.

1/26/2015 2:58 PM

14

Great clinician.

1/26/2015 12:15 AM

15

Seeing the video rides and then the live rides was very good. The instruction was good.

1/25/2015 3:42 PM

16

Mike Osinski is AWESOME! Food was GREAT! Demo Riders were appropriate and varied.

1/25/2015 2:18 PM

17

Fantastic presenter and clinician. He really knew what he was talking about and could help the demo riders in a gentle, but truthful, manner.

1/25/2015 10:38 AM

18

The discussions and pointers to improve scores was very educational. I also enjoyed the different breeds of horses presented

1/25/2015 7:28 AM
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19

The instructor.

1/24/2015 1:34 PM

20

Information on the new tests and hints to help ride them better

1/24/2015 9:55 AM

21

I had never seen Mike as a judge/clinician before. What a great choice for this learning opportunity. He communicates so well with great positive
regard for both horse and rider. Every pair improved with his instruction. Just what I was hoping to see! Thanks.

1/24/2015 8:07 AM

22

Learning from a great instructor like Mike Osinski is a huge advantage. Riding with him gave me a different perspective on problems with me and
my horse. Also, watching him teach and listening to him judge horses on the On The Levels video showed me a new point of view looking from the
top level horses back, showing the steps for getting there.

1/23/2015 8:46 PM

23

The lesson portions of the rides were the most helpful part of the clinic.

1/23/2015 2:54 PM

24

I liked the variety of horse breeds and level of riders. Though my knowledge of Dressage is very limited, I thought the riders and horses were
appropriate.

1/23/2015 1:58 PM

25

Francy ran it well, Mike is always entertaining with a well educated eye, and helpful feedback.

1/23/2015 1:47 PM

26

Overall a great event. I would come again. Outstanding Speaker/Clinician! That will always be the draw and overcome facility issues. Adequate to
good Demo riders.

1/23/2015 11:47 AM

27

Mike made a real difference in the horses & riders in their post-test coaching sessions. I'm between horses, but wish I could lesson with him!

1/23/2015 9:27 AM

28

ODS always does a wonderful job, with the setup,location directions etc bravo !!

1/23/2015 9:08 AM

29

Great instructor, program moved along well, learned a lot watching both the test with comments and the mini lessons. Loved this format!

1/23/2015 8:44 AM

30

very well organized. Information was presented well and Mike had a great repore with riders, horses and audience. I would sign up again in a heart
beat. Also the lunch was very good and the wonderful hot soup was heaven.

1/23/2015 7:51 AM

31

Facility Sound system

1/23/2015 7:32 AM

32

This format and information are excellent when the tests change I think it should be done each time. I really appreciate the work that went into
putting this together!

1/23/2015 7:22 AM

33

It was totally comprehensive. The entire presentation was excellent. Mike is knowledgeable and able to convey his ideas very clearly.

1/23/2015 6:12 AM

34

Mike did an excellent positive job of instructing the demo riders.

1/23/2015 6:12 AM

35

Excellent clinician !!! Would like to see more educational opportunities taught by him.

1/23/2015 5:49 AM

36

It was interesting and informative

1/23/2015 3:13 AM

37

It was a very positive experience for my horse and I plus the lunch was very good. Mike was very patient and helpful.

1/23/2015 12:09 AM

38

I would not sign up for that again.

1/22/2015 11:25 PM

39

I really liked his teaching style and he was very kind!

1/22/2015 10:49 PM

40

Enjoyed seeing judge's critique of riders at different levels. Appreciated his positive attitude towards riders and their horses.

1/22/2015 10:12 PM

41

the speaker was impressive.

1/22/2015 10:10 PM
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42

Mike Osinski is a great speaker and a judge I respect. I would attend again if he were speaking again.

1/22/2015 9:47 PM

43

Best learning set up. a rider, then critique, then correction or improvements. Very clear.

1/22/2015 9:32 PM

44

Very well organized. Demo riders were well picked . Good variety of horses and riders..

1/22/2015 9:25 PM

45

Mike Osinski! I would love to attend any other clinic where he is the clinician. The lecture portion worked well, gave us an opportunity to listen and
discuss in a relaxed, comfortable environment. Food was good, hot soup was a good idea! I got more out of this clinic than any other I've attended.
Highly recommended!

1/22/2015 9:12 PM
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Q18 If there were any negative points of the
program you just finished, describe what
contributed to your NOT receiving the
educational experience that you expected.
Answered: 23

Skipped: 35

#

Responses

Date

1

Sometimes hard to hear during the riding demo portion. Sound system wasn't the greatest (or maybe it was the acoustics).

1/31/2015 9:07 AM

2

While the organizer, instructor and demo riders made the best of it, the riding facility was neither prepared nor had any understanding of how to
handle this type of event. In my opinion, this should not be considered as an ODS Venue in the future. It has an insufficient and hazardous warm up
and currently a leaky roof in the main ring. At this venue, Demo riders were not able to get the very best out a lesson they paid for due to poor
footing and lack of warm up and were exposed to a higher degree of risk to their horses. Further Facility and Facility Management shortcomings:
inadequate restrooms (especially since the porta potties were not cleaned prior to the event), questionable footing, inadequate warm up, poor
lighting, and inadequate parking to name my top complaints. In addition, demo riders paid top dollar for stalls and some contained foul/stagnant
water in feeders that had to be bailed out by hand before allowing horses inside and riders had to strip their stalls by wading through a "swamp".

1/30/2015 7:59 AM

3

Need a better sound system to ensure auditors can hear the clinician.

1/30/2015 1:05 AM

4

Extremely hard to hear commentary in arena.

1/29/2015 10:30 PM

5

I think it would have helped if there was more structure: go into it with a plan of how the movie and his commontary would be presented together. If
he's going to talk, great, but I'd also like to hear just the movie.

1/29/2015 10:09 PM

6

The arena was not what I was expecting.

1/26/2015 12:15 AM

7

The inability to always hear and understand what was being said.

1/25/2015 3:42 PM

8

Sound system at Riding Clinic

1/25/2015 2:18 PM

9

None

1/25/2015 10:38 AM

10

Having the sound from the DVD on at the same time as Mike was giving comments was awful. I could not hear either one.

1/23/2015 2:54 PM

11

I would have liked to see more advice for the lower level riders

1/23/2015 1:58 PM

12

I wouldn't call it "negative", but it would've been nice to have a larger area for warm up, where I didn't feel like i was in the way of the auditors or
Mike.

1/23/2015 1:47 PM

13

It was a bit hard to hear Mike. There seemed to be some echo from the mic.

1/23/2015 7:51 AM

14

Sound system and other things I mentioned above. I did not mind paying for my lesson at all, but wish I could have heard what he was saying so I
could learn from it!

1/23/2015 7:32 AM
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15

The state of the facility used. I'd be interested to know what the riders thought of the footing, The lighting was not good and there were many places
where the roof leaks produced large puddles. All of this I know you're already very well aware of and that I'm pointing out the obvious!

1/23/2015 7:22 AM

16

There was a rush to get done early as many had already left.

1/23/2015 3:13 AM

17

I think the sound system needed to be louder so both rider and audience could actually hear while it was raining.

1/23/2015 12:09 AM

18

See notes below.

1/22/2015 11:25 PM

19

PA

1/22/2015 10:49 PM

20

Facilities were lacking for a presentation of this duration. However, the catered lunch was excellent.

1/22/2015 10:12 PM

21

The riders and horses of the upper levels were not up to the riding level that they were competing at. It was embarrassing to watch.

1/22/2015 10:10 PM

22

I thought the first day was wonderful and second was great also though not very comfortable. I don't know that I would go to both days again. These
clinics I've been to in the past were at no charge to members.

1/22/2015 9:47 PM

23

It was too cold to be comfortable for long periods

1/22/2015 9:32 PM
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Q19 What would you suggest for this
program that would improve what you were
presented?
Answered: 28

Skipped: 30

#

Responses

Date

1

Not much. Small things like porta pottys closer to seating, more than just one.

1/31/2015 9:07 AM

2

A happy camper here.

1/30/2015 8:07 PM

3

Lunch was somewhat meager.

1/30/2015 8:37 AM

4

Better demonstration facility.

1/30/2015 7:59 AM

5

Perhaps bump up the sponsorship efforts? Maybe offer more clinics centrally located to make it easier for the members in the southern region to
attend.

1/30/2015 7:15 AM

6

Provide scores for maneuvers and allow us to score the demo as well with comment on how close we came and why a score was given.

1/30/2015 12:46 AM

7

Speaking louder or axillary sound toward audience.

1/29/2015 10:30 PM

8

lets have some clinics like these closer to Eastern Oregon!!!

1/29/2015 7:57 PM

9

Nothing..I would attend another one.

1/26/2015 2:58 PM

10

A different location.

1/26/2015 12:15 AM

11

Since it was recorded, a video tape with audio be made available.

1/25/2015 3:42 PM

12

Different Riding Facility if Available until Oregon Equestrian Center is more developed.

1/25/2015 2:18 PM

13

Nothing

1/25/2015 10:38 AM

14

I have been to large clinics where you could ask questions on paper to be answered by the clinician. It might alleviate shouting or "I can't quite hear
you" in a large open space.

1/24/2015 8:07 AM

15

The only thing I would suggest is for clearer information on the clinic (what the lecture's about, update on schedule being posted, ect.)

1/23/2015 8:46 PM

16

On paper concise description of the changes for each level &/or test. If showing a DVD like this, with a visiting expert, let the expert talk and turn off
the sound of the video! We can hear the video some other time.

1/23/2015 2:54 PM

17

The program was everything I imagined and I went home with a renewed enthusiasm.

1/23/2015 7:51 AM

18

Only the overlap in commentary from the video and Mike's comments about the video.

1/23/2015 7:22 AM

19

January is such an iffy weather month. Do you think that is why more people didn't sign up??

1/23/2015 5:49 AM
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20

There were 3 similar clinics in our area between November and January. Seems like a lot for our area. I did not attend the other two. Two were by
ODS and one by Region 6. ODS was begging for attendees. This clinic was great and a couple peoples homage dee both got much more info from
this one. We should use our local people more. Bigger names aren't always better.

1/23/2015 3:13 AM

21

I think this program could use more volunteers. It deserves them.

1/23/2015 12:09 AM

22

After the fact, I would call this a test riding clinic and not a Intro to the new tests clinic. I expected to be told, for each test, what the changes were,
why they were made, and how best to ride them. This should have been done first, at the lecture, before we started watching videos. There was an
occasional comment over the weekend about a change, but I didn't come away with clear knowledge of the changes between the 2011 and 2015
tests. I think we may have learned more about the test changes at the November Janet Foy and Debbie McDonald clinic, though I know they were
not supposed to do that!. This WAS a very good test riding clinic, with Mike giving scores and reasons for his scores, both Saturday and Sunday.
And he is an excellent clinician, I always enjoy watching him work with people and their horses. Great empathy and kindness, and also great
knowledge. From a "Mike Osinski clinic" point of view, it was excellent. But we paid for the new test info. Francy did a GREAT job pulling this
together. It takes more work than most of us will ever realize. Unfortunately I don't think we (or I) got what I expected.

1/22/2015 11:25 PM

23

The content was wonderful, but it was difficult to fully hear all that was presented because of the sound quality issues.

1/22/2015 10:12 PM

24

Riders and horses need to display/ride at their true level.

1/22/2015 10:10 PM

25

Issues with the sound system

1/22/2015 9:58 PM

26

A better sound system in the arena and a warmer viewing area would have helped.

1/22/2015 9:47 PM

27

Inside bathrooms so you don't have to walk long distance from stand for facilities in the rain. Trailer parking closer to the arena. I got soaked to the
bone just getting the horse and gear to the stalls that I never got dry in 5 hours.

1/22/2015 9:32 PM

28

Nothing

1/22/2015 9:25 PM
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